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The purpose of this paper is to embed various classes of regular semigroups in 
wreath products of more special classes of semigroups. If S, and S2 are 
semigroups, then SZ Q S, denotes the wreath product of SI by St (i.e. p1 : Sz 0 S1 -++Sl 
where pI is the projection surmorphism) and S, IS* means there exists an iso- 
morphism of SI into S2. 2, 2; .W, 3, and 9 will denote Green’s relations on an 
arbitrary semigroup S while E(S) (T(S)) will denote the set of idempotents (union 
of the maximal subgroups) of S. A semigroup S is termed combinatorial if each of 
its maximal subgroups is a singleton. In Stction 1, we consider regular semigroups 
S admitting a given congruence relation Q !‘uch that ee is a left group for all e E E(S). 
We term (S,@) a left regular pair. If (S,e) is a left regular pair, we show 
Sr (ker 8)’ 0 (S/e)’ where (ker e) denotes the subsemigroup of S generated by 
ker 0 = u (ee : eE E(S)), and (ker e)’ is (ker e) with identity “1” appended 
(Theorem 1.7). Theorem 1.7 is first specialized to obtain structure theorems for 
.n’-compatible inverse semigroups, inverse semigroups, +unipotent semigroups 
(each n -class of S contains precisely one idempotent) and natural .‘R-unipotent 
semigroups (T(S) is a semilattice of left groups). If S is an .%compatible inverse 
semigroup, Q = X’ and (ker Q) = T(S) (Theorem 1.16). If S is an inverse semigroup, 
Q is the maximum idempotent separating congruence on S and ker e is a semilattice 
oups (Theorem 1.9 and Remark 1.10). If S is an .#-unipotent semigroup, 
Q is the minimum inverse semigroup congruence on S and ker e = E(S) (Theorem 
1 .lZ). If S is a natural .@-unipotent semigroup, e is the smallest combinatorial 
inverse s;?migroup congruence on S and ker e = T(S) (Theorem 1.17). Theorem 1.17 
may be refined to obtain 
Sr (E(S))’ )’ 0 (( T(S)/v)' )I 0 (S/t)’ 
where v(t) is the smallest i igrsup (combinatorial inverse semigroup) con- 
gruence on T(S)(S) (Theorem 1.19). we assume is an Y-unipotent 
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semigroup (this implies ker Q is a union of groups on which Y is a congruence 
relation (Proposition 1.20)). In this case, we show 
S~(w’)@((ker~/~)‘)o(S/~)* and S/e~(S/e/~)‘~(kerq/~‘)’ 
where W is a lower partial chain of Y -clases of ker Q, S is the smallest inverse 
semigroup congruence on S/Q, and “6” denotes the reverse of “0” (Theorem 1.26). 
We specialize Theorem 1.26 to obtain structure theorems for generalized Y’-uni- 
potent semigroups (E(S) is a subsemigroup on which ,Y’ is a ccngruence relation) and 
left natural regular semigroups (T(S) is a subsemigroup on which .Y is a congruence 
relation). If S is a generalized 1 -unipotent semigroup, Q = vn Y’ w’nere v is the 
smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S and ker Q =E(S) (Theorem 1.28). If S 
is a left natural regular semigroup, Q is the largest congruence on S contained in the 
in _I and ker Q = T(S) (Theorem 1.3 1). The structure theorems obtained here for 
4 -unipotent semigroups, generalized :+ -unipotent semigroups, and natural Auni- 
potent semigroups and left natural regular semigroups are considerably simpler than 
those previously obtained for these classes of semigroups in [16], [ 171, and [22] 
respectively . 
In Section 2, we embed various classes of regular semigroups S in wreath 
products containing the bicyclic semigroup C or extended bicyclic semigroup 
C* (C* = I x I, where I is the set of integers, under the multiplication (1~1, n)(p, q) = 
(m + p - min(n, p), n + T - min(n, p)). Let N denote the set of natural numbers. Let 
‘N (‘I) denote N (I) under the reverse of the usual order. E(S) is always assumed 
to be under its natural order (ecf if ef =fe= e). Let S be a bisinple inverse 
semigroup, let n be a positive integer, and let ‘N [“I denote the cartesian product of 
‘A with itself N times. If E(S)9VIn1 (‘Ix ‘A@] ) under the lexicographic order, S is 
termed an o”-bisimple (cu”l-bisimple semigroup). If E(S) zV, S is termed an 
I-bisimple semigroup. If S is an wN-bisimple semigroup, then SC T(S) 0 C for n = 1 
and SC T(S)JC’-’ CC f or M ~2 where C is C with constant transformations 
appended and C”- ‘=&~.~~~ C (n - 1 times) (Theorem 2.9). If S is an il-bisimple 
semigroup, SC T(S) 2 C* (Theorem 2.10). If S is an w”I-bisimple semigroup, 
SS T(S) L’C” t C* (Theorem 2.13). Let S be a simple regular semigroup. If 
E(S) = r!, S is termed a simple I-regular semigroup. If S is a simple I-regular 
semigroup, SC T(S) 2 R 2 C* where k = (0, 1,2, . . . , k- 1) (bi, a positive integer) with 
!J= max(i,j) for i, jtz k (k is the number of I/‘-classes of S) (Theorem 2.14). Let 
d 1 =T ‘.I: x I’, where Y is a semilattice with greatest element, be under the lexico- 
graphic order. An ir!\.ers: semigroup S is termed an WY-inverse semigroup if 
E(S) = -1 and (n, _W(n!, 2) if and only if J’ = 1. If S is an WY-inverse semigroup, 
Sr r(S) -I Y 2 C (Theorem 2.17). A regular semigroup S is tc.!rmed an CL) Y- .d- 
unipotent semigroup if E(S) is a semilattice A of left zero semigroups 
1 Et,, . , ): (n, y) E A 1) and e (n, .t’) 2’ q tn. ,-) (qn, ?I E &,, .,+ qm, ;) E Efrn, J if and onlv if _v = z. 
If -5 is an (0 Y- &mipotent semigroup, 
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where G is a semilattice /i of groups (Theorem 2.16). A regular simple semigroup 
S is termed a simple o-#-unipotent semigroup if E(S) is a semilattice ‘N of left 
zero semiS:;;;;s. S is simple c+ .%unipotent if and only if S is ct) Y- %‘-unipotent with 
Y a iinite chain (Remark 2.18). A regular bisimple semigroup S is termed a 
generalized co-%unipotent bisimple semigroup if E(S) is a semilattice ‘N of 
rectangular bands and Y’ is a congruence on E(S). If S is a generalized u-2’- 
unipotent bisimple semigroup, then 
Sl( Iv’)’ 0 ((E(S)A!?ql)’ O (S/@)’ 
where W is a semilattice ‘N of left zero semigroups and Q is the smallest %uni- 
potent congruence on S and 
S&s C’ 6 (G')' h ((E(S)/r')')' 
where G is a semilattice ‘N of groups (Theorem 2.19). The structure theorems 
given here for ccl”-bisimple and m”l-bisimple semigroups, I-bisimple semigroups, 
simple I-regular semigroups, w Y-inverse and o Y- 8 unipotent semigroups, and 
generalized o-%unipotent bisimple semigroups are considerably simpler than those 
previously obtained for these classes of semigroups in [lo], [ 111, [141, [19], and [20] 
respectively. 
In Section 3, we apply the Rhodes expansion and the derived semigroup to obtain 
a structure theorem for orthodox semigroups (regular semigroups S such that E’(S) 
is a subsemigroup), and a structure theorem for a class of bisimple inverse monoids. 
Let us first briefly describe the Rhodes expansion of an arbitrary semigroup S. Let 
S be a semigroup. If a,bES, a&b means aUSacbUSb and acb means a&b but 
a$ b. Let 
s= !<s,c l *a cs1): 1,2, . . . . neN\{Ol and SiES for i= 1,2,...,n} 
under the product 
(s,C l -Es,)* (t,,,c l ctl) = (red(s,t,co*ocslt,~t,)rzt,,_l --Et,) 
where “red” deletes the “right most” of two &equivalent elements. Then, (S, .) is 
a semigroup. S is termed the Rhodes expansion of S after its inventor, John Rhodes. 
Define (s, c l *. c s,)~ = s,. Then, q is a homomorphism of S onto S such that 
et/-’ E E(s^) for all eE E(S) (Theorem 3.1). Let (p be a homomorphism of S onto a 
semigroup 7. Then, (s, c l . . c sl)@ = red(s,p E ... &sl (p) defines a homomorphism 
of S onto T (Theorem 3.1). The derived semigroup D(cp) of q is ((SX T’)UO, l ) 
where T’ is “the monoid generated by T”, O$ Sx 7”, and (si, tl)(sZ, t2) = (sIs2, tl) 
or 0 according to whether t2 =tl(sIp) or t2”t11(s1qQ and (.sl,tl)O=O(sl,t~)= 
0 0= 0. The derived semigroup was invented by Bret Tilson [25]. 
Let S be an orthodox semigrotip. Then, 
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where 3 is an orthodox semigroup with E(&‘J%E(S)/~~, where Q is the smallest 
inverse semigroup congruence on S, D(p) is an aperiodic (combinatorial and torsion) 
semigroup whose set of regular elements is an aperiodic orthodox subsemigroup, 
and (S/Q) is an Y -unipotent semigroup. Furthermore, 
(fly) s ((Sz)/d)’ L (E(Sf&)’ 
where 6 is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on (ST@), E((S&)/G) z E(S)/J 
and E((S&)) is a semilattice E(S)/f of right zero semigroups (Theorem 3.4). Let 
S be a bisimple inverse monoid with right unit subsemigroup P and group of units 
CT. There exists a one-to-one correspondence V--+Q” between the right normal 
divisors of P (subgroups V of P such that aV/ Va for all a~ P) and the idempotent 
separating congruences of S (see Remark 1.11). If PJ= {u E U ] hu = h for some 
?I E P} is a right normal divisor of P, then Ss ker Q*“oS@ where ker @RI is a 
tiemilattice E(S) of groups and S/,qN SD(S) 0 S/Q”@ where 6 is the smallest group 
congruence on S/@’ and D(6) is a combinatorial inverse semigroup such that 
i?@(S)) is a direct sum of copies of (E(S)“(E(S) with a zero appended) (Theorem 
:: 5). We give necessary and sufficient conditions for an w”-bisimple semigroup to ._ .
obey the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5 (Example 3.7). We term S a strict bisimple 
inverse monoid if P is left cancellative and the principal right ideals of P are linearly 
crrde:.ed (by set theoretic inclusion). If S is a strict bisimple inverse monoid, 
SrE(S) 2 S/Q where Q is the smallest group congruence on S (Theorem 3.8). 
E’uamples of strict bisimple inverse monoids are given (Examples 3.9 and 3.10). The 
st ructure theorem for strict bisimple inverse monoids given here is considerably 
simpler than the one previously obtained for this class of semigroups in [24]. 
In Section 4, we consider regular semigroups S such that T‘(S) is a subsemigroup, 
T(S)/ / has a greatest element, and eT(S)e is an inverse semigroup for all 
ee E( T(S)). We term such semigroups tandard regular semigroups. Let 8 be a 
homomorphism of a semigroup S onto a semigroup W. Following Rhodes [4,5], we 
term 0 an .ii -epimorphism if s1 B=s# implies s1 A$ and we term 0 a v(Y)- 
epimorphism if 6 is one-to-one on the r-classes of S. We term 8 an E-epimorphism 
if ~8 ’ c E(S) for all e E E(W). We write 
if there exists a homomorphism of a subsemigroup of the semigroup X onto the 
semigroup S which is an .#-epimorphism, a y( Y )-epimorphism, and an E- 
epimorphism. If S is a standard regular semigroup, 
s < E’JG’cIVO~ 
i + y( / ) + ff 
where E is a semilattice T(S)<y of left zero semigroups, G is a semilattice T(S)/J 
of groups, V is a combinatorial inverse semigroup with semilattice T(S)& and J 
is the semigroup of constant ransformations ;>f a set J (Theorem 4.8). The structure 
theorem for standard regular semigroups given here is considerably simpler than 
those previously obtained for this class of semigroups in (211 and [23]. 
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We next introduce and clarify the terminology and notation which will be used 
throughout the paper. 
In this paragraph we are using the notation and definitions of Eilenberg [23 unless 
otherwise specified. A transformation semigroup is a pair (Q, S) where Q is a set 
and S is a subsemigroup of F(Q) the semigroup of all functions of Q into Q under 
composition. Here q.s will denote the image of q under s. (S, Q) will denote the dual 
of (Q, S) (i.e., if SE S and q E Q, we write sq as the image of q under s). If S is a 
semigroup, S’ = SU 1 (1 $ S) under the multiplication s1 . s2 =sl s2 (product in S) if 
sl,s+S, so 1= 1 l s=s for all SES, and 1 l 1= 1. A monoid is a semigroup S with 
two sided identity element (i.e. there exists eE S such that es =se = s for all s E S). 
If S is a semigroup, we define S’ =S if S is a monoid and S’ = S’, otherwise. We 
write S=(S’, S) where the image of XES’ under SES is jbst xs (product in S’). If 
Q is a set and q E Q, we define xd = q for all x E Q and let 0 -= (@ : q E Q). We also 
write & = (Q, Q) and (Q, S) = (Q, SU&). If S is a monoid, we lel s= (S, SUS). Let 
(Q, S) and (P, T) be transformation semigroups. Let W= Sp x T where Sp is the 
semigroup of all functions of P into S under pointwise multiplication * of functions 
(i.e. if f,ge S’, x(f*g) =xfxg for all XE P). We define a product in W by 
(f, t)(g, u) = (f *Qrg, tu) where x(e,g) = (xt)g for all XE P and juxtaposition (of 
elements in T) is product in 7’. W is easily shown to be a semigroup. We call W 
the wreath product of (P, T) by (Q, S) and write (Q, S) 0 (P, T) = W. This notation 
differs slightly from that used by Eilenberg in [2). Eilenberg defines (Q, S) 0 (P, 7’) = 
(QxP, Wwhere(q, POLO =(q(pfhpO for@, PN QxPaW12)~ W. (QW W) 
is then a transformation semigroup with composition of maps in W given by the 
product above. In this paper, we will then replace “0” by “0”‘. If (T, P) and (S, Q) 
are the duals of (P, T) and (Q, S) respectively, we write (T, P) L (S, Q) = TX’S 
where ‘S is the dual of Sp (i.e. if p E P and f E’S, the set of functions of P into 
S, the image of p under f is written as fp) under the product (u, g)(t, f) = 
(ut, gA, *f) where (g&)x= g(tx) for x e P. Let (Q, S)” = (Q, S) 0 0.. 0 (Q, S)(n times). 
(Use same notation for O’.) 
We will use the following basic definitions and notation from Clifford and 
Preston [l] and/or Krohn, Rhodes, and Tilson [4]: Green’s relations (& .Y/; X, 9, 
and J’), .&class, regular element, regular semigroup, simple semigroup, bisimple 
semigroup, inverse, inverse semigroup, equivalent definitions of inverse semigroup, 
left zero semigroup, rectangular band, left group, idempotent, natural partial order 
of idempotents, semilattice, completely simple semigroup, semilattice of 
semigroups, right unit subsemigroup, group of units, maximal subgroup, bicyclic 
scmigroup, maximal group homorphic image of semigroup, and equivalence 
between a semilattice and commutative idempotent semigroup. 
Let e be a congruence relation on a semigroup S. (e will also denote the natural 
homomorphism of S onto S/e.) If a 5 S, a@ will denote the Q-class of S containing 
a and ker e = U (eQ : eE E(S)). If S/e is a type A semigroup, @ is called a type A 
semigroup congruence on S. For example, if S/e is an inverse semigroup, e is called 
an inverse semigroup congruence on S. A congruence  is termed an idempotent 
separating congruence if eef(e, f E Z(S)) implies e =f- A semiglouy S is termed 
.w’~compatible if .X is a congruence on S. 
A semigroup S is termed a union of groups if S is the union of its subgroups. 
Clifford [l] has shown that a semigroup S is a union of groups if and ody if 3 is 
a congruence on S and S is a semilattice WY of completely simple semigroups. We 
will use this result without explicit mention. 
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Let S be a semigroup. If x E S, V(x) will denote the collection of inverses of x. 
If XE S implies there exist distinct positive integers r and s such that x’ =xs, S is 
termed a torsion semigroup. If v, is a homomorphism S onto a semigroup T, we 
write S --% T. If cp is also one-to-one, we write SE T. If X is a subset of S, (X) 
denoks the subsemigroup of S generated by X. 
if X is a set, Xinl, n a positive integer, will denote the Cartesian product of X 
with itself n tim-,. If (Xi, (,) (i= 1,2, . . . , n) is a finite collection of (partially) 
ordered sets, we say X = X1 x *.. xX,, is under the lexicographic order (0 if 
(q, -u,, l . . JJ ( (y,, Yz, l .* 9 u,) means x1 (, yl or x1 =yI and x2 $ y2 or . . . , or x, ==y, 
for l&<k andxkQk or . . . . xi=_yi forl&<n andx,&y,. 
If a semigroup S is a semilattice VP1 (‘IX Wnl) of semigroups, we say S is an 
&- (WV-) chain of these semigroups. If S is a semilattice ‘I of semigroups, S is 
termed an Z-chain of these semigroups. 
Let U’ be a partial groupoid which is a union of a collection of pairwise disjoint 
subsemigroups (TV : y E Y) where Y is a semilattice. If a E T,,, b E T,, and y 2 2: (in 
Y) imply ab is defined (in W) and ab E Tz and if zz v and CE q, imply 
(ab)c=a(bc), we term W a lower partial chain Y of the semigroups (TV : Y E Y). 
A regular semigroup S is termed a natural regular semigroup if T(S) is a 
suhsemigroup. A regular semigroup S is termed .:,-unipotent if each .,-class of S 
contains precisely one idempotent. 
Let S’ = SUO (0 $ S) under the multiplication s1 . s2 =s1s2 (product in S) if 
q, SJ E S, s l 0 = 0. s= 0 for all s E S, and 0 l 0 = 0. So is termed S with zero appended. 
Let (X, : b E B) be a collection of pairwise disjoint semigroups. Adjoin a common 
zerc, 0, to each Xb and let X = U<X: : b E B) under the multiplication x. y =xy 
(prciduct in Xi) if x, y E Xi and x0 y = 0 if x E Xt and y E X,!’ with 5 3: C. X is termed 
to be direct sum of the semigroups (Xz : b E B). 
1. Left regular pairs 
In Section 1, we first give a structure theorem for left regular pairs (S, Q) (Theorem 
1 A). Theorem 1.7 is then specialized to give structure theorems for .+compatible 
inverse semigroups (Theorem 1. M), inverse semigroups (Theorem 1.9 and Remark 
MO), d-unipotent semigroups (Theorem 1.12), and natural <*-unipot._nt 
semigroups (Theorem 1.17 and Theorem 1.19). 
A left regular pair (S, Q) is termed a left :r -unipotent pair if S/Q is an I -unipoten! 
semigroup. We give a structure theorem for left J-unipotent pairs (T J* 
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‘Ye specialize Theorem 1.26 to obtain structure theorems for generalized p’-uni- 
po*ent semigroups (Theorem 1.28) and left natural regular semigroups (Theorem 
1.‘91). 
I’heorem 1.7 will be a consequence of Lemmas 1. l- 1 A (below). In Lemmas 
1.1-1.5, ($8) will 
1.1. For each s select prscisely one us ES@-’ and precisely one 
every element of S may be wiquely expressed in the form g,#u, 
where gSQ E(ss’)@-‘. 
Proof. Let A-ES. Then, x~Sg_’ for some s~S/e. Let X’E V(x). Thus, 
= (x’x2+rr,)e = s*s, x’x- and X’XQU, are both contained 
Hence, there exists y E (s*s)e- ’ such that y(x’x~+uJ = 
x’x. Thus, s = x(x’x) = (xyx’xu,+u,. Let xyx’xu,, = g,# E (ss’)& . Hence, every 
element of S may be expressed in the form g=*td,. Uniqueness is easily verified. 
Remark I.1 ‘. Lemmas 1.2- 1.5 and Theorems 1.7 and I .8 are valid for any regular 
semigroup S satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 1.2. There exists a mappin#q r-+ar of S/e into F(ker a), the full transfor- 
mation semigroup on ker e, where a, is defined by u,gg = (gqa,-)urq where qq E q&, 
), qrla, E ((rq)(rq)‘)e-? We Mve: 
(a) ;qe _ ’ )a, c WqWq)‘)e- ’ where q E &S/e). 
(b) (,g, h,)a, = (p.,a,)(it,a,) for gr E xe- ‘, h_v Eye - ‘, and x, y, and XY E E(s/eh 
Proof. The first part of the lemma and (a) follow directly from Lemma 1. I. To 
obtain (b), we apply Lemma 1.1 to the following: 
Lemma 1.3. There exists a mapping (r, s)-‘$, r of (S/&2 into ker e where fr. s is 
defined by N,u,% = f,, ,u,~ where fr,S E ((rs)(rs)‘)e’ such that 
GO L, ISSI. 2==A. : %f&(r:,t, c: for aIf s* & 2 
(b) j.JgCZj~J ‘EE~;,aIa,fslr:~,:(rtr,),,r~~, for ai1 s, t,zE S/e and gtz,c (zz’)e_‘. 
Proof. The first part of the lemma is immediate from Lemma 1.1. To obtain (a) 
and (b). apply Lemma 1.1 to the foliowing strings of equalities respectively. 
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Lemma 1.4. (g~~u,)(h,,lu,)=g,l(htlf~~lf,,,:tu,, whereg,,tE (ss’)K1 and h,6 (tt’W” 
Proof. Using Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3, 
(&&)(~,,~l~,) =&s~(hnGs)u,*t~~, = 8ss’(h,,lcr,lf,*t:*U** q 
Lemm$a 1.5. Let (S, Q) be a left regular pair. Then, there exists a homomorphism 
Q) of S into (ker Q> 0 S’Q. For g+ E (rr’)e-‘, (g,,q)@ = (v, r). If S/~J has no identity, 
zv = grrtaz_fzrrI r for z E S/Q and 1 v = g,,<. -If S/Q has an identity zv = s,,~a,fzrrl ,. for . 1 
z E s/e,. 
Proof. Using Lemma 1.1, @ defines c” mapping of S into (ker ,Q) 0 S/Q. We next 
show QS is a homomorphism. For hssr E (ss’)e-‘, (h,., u,)@ = (CT, s) where zs= 
h.5,~QrJ-~S*, s and 16 = h,?. (We will assume S/Q has no identity. The (other ease is 
simpler.) Using Lemma 1.4, 
where 
and 
Mence, 
and 
We next 
1.3(a) and 
Lemma 1 A. Let A, B, and D be semigrorlps. if .4 5 B, then D Q A (: D 0 B. If A 5 B, 
then ‘4 Dr B~J D. 
oaf. Let p be an isomorphisrn of B’ onto A’. We define an isomorphism i of 
D,‘j x ,4 into D”’ x B as follows: (Ja)t = ( f”, ap-‘) v “rere bf’= (b/&J for be B”. 
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Let 6 be an isonorphism of A into B. We define an isomorphism v of AD’ x C 
into BD’ x D as follows: (f, d)v = (f’, d) where xf’= (X-Y)& for XE D. 
Theorem 1.7. Let ($ Q) be a left regular pair. Then, 
00 Ss(ker Q)’ 0 (S&Q*. 
If S has an identity, the superscript ” 1” in Q*) may be deleted. 
Proof. Let (S, Q) be a left regular pair. Define a congruence Q* on S ’ by 
,g*=(l,l)U~. Then, e@*=e@ for all eEE(S) an le*= 1. Hence, (S’,Q*) is a left 
regular pair, lo* is the identity of S’/Q*, ulg+= 1 (notation of Lemma 1. l), 
(kerp*)~(kerg)‘, and S’/Q*E(S/Q)‘. Let @ be the homomorphism of S’ into 
(ker Q*) * St/g* given by Lemma 1.5. Suppose (g,,#u,)@ = (h,#u,)@. Hence, (v, r)l= 
(6, s) where v and 6 are given in the statement and proof of Lemma 1.5. 
Thus, using Learnas 1.2 and 1.3, 
= evu, = e&4, = hsAfss:sus = h&4 l 
Thus, S’((kere*)*S’/~*. Thus, using Lemma 1.5, SIS’I(~~~Q)**(S/Q)! If S 
has an identity f, let e = fe and u,= f in the string of equalities above. 
A left regular pair (S,& is termed left orthodox pair if S/Q is an orthodox 
semigroup. 
Theorem 1.8. Let (S, Q) be a left orthodox pair. Then 
(4 SI (ker 8)’ 0 (S/& 
ljr S has an identity, the superscript “ 1” in (*) may be deleted. 
P’roaf. Use Theorem 1.7 and Lallement’s lemma (3, Lemma 4.6, p. 52). 
We will use Theorem 1.8 to obtain structure theorems for inverse semigroups 
(Theorem 1.9), .@-unipotent semigroups (Theorem 1.12), #-compatible inverse 
semigroups (Theorem 1.16), and natural .d-unipotent semigroups (Theorems 1.17 
and 1 l 19). In each case, we construct a left orthodox pair. Theorem I .8 then gives 
the structure theorem. 
A semigroup S is termed .#-unipotent if each .lA-class of S contains precisely one 
idempotent. A semigroup S is .&-uniptitent if and only if S is regular and E(S) is 
a semilattice of left zero semigroups [ 16, Proposition 51. Using (21, Lemma 2.131, 
the natural inverse semigroups are precis4y the X-compatible inverse semigroups 
(i.e. the inverse semigroups on which .H’ is a congruence). A regular semigroup S 
is natural %unipotent if and only if T(S) is a semilattice T(S)/‘y c4 left groups. 
Theorem 11.9. Let S be an inverse semigroup and ,Q be an>- idempotant separating 
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congruence on S. Then, (S, Q) is a left orthodox pair, ker Q is a semilattice E(S) of 
groups, and E(S/e) G E(S). 
Proof. Note tha: se is a group for all eE E(S). 
Remark 1.10. Lel_ S be an inverse (bisimple inverse) semigroup and let Q denote thle 
maximum idemp!Jtent separating congruence on S. Then, a characterization of S/Q 
has been given 13, Theorem 4.10, p. 1451 ([3, Theorem 6.4 p. 1511). 
Remark 1.11. Let S be a bisimple inverse monoid with right unit subsemigroup ,P 
and group of units I/. A subgroup V of P is called a right normal divisor of P if 
and only if a I/C Va for all a E P. TJy [9, Theorem 21, there exists a one-to-one cor- 
respondence V +Q” (for a, b E P, a,“- Q_, = { a-‘ub : o E V}) between the right normal 
divisors of P and the idvmpotent separating congruences on S. If 
M = {g E U 1 xg E U.Y for all x E P}, Q’” is the maximum idempotent separating con- 
gruence on S. 
Theorem 1.12. Let S be an .&unipotent semigroup and Q be the minimum inverse 
semigroup congruence on S. The/~ ‘,S, Q) is a left orthodox pair, ker Q = E(S), and 
E(S/&z E(S)!li’. 
Proof. Utilize [16, remark after Proposition 51 or [24, Remark 4. l] and Theorem 
1.8. 
Remark 1.13. For any orthodos (in particular, .+unipotent) semigroup S, 
1’ - ( (A-, _v) E s2 : V(x) = Y(y)} is a dec&ption of the minimum inverse semigroup 
congruence on S [3, Theorem 1.12, p. 190 (due to T.E. Hall)]. 
Remark 1.14. If an .ti’-unipotent semigroup S is a union of groups (hence, a semilat- 
tice E(S)/J of left groups), S/Q is a semilattice E(S)/,? of groups. 
The following theorem when combined with Theorem 1.8 will yield Tlaecorems 
1.16 and 1.17 (below). 
Theorem 1.15 [22, Propositions 1.24, 1.19, 1.21, and 1.251. Let S be a natural 
reprrlur semigroup. Then t = ((a, b) ES x S : aa’)‘bb’(E T(S)) and a’a<Y,b’b(E T(S))) 
.for some a% V(a) and b’E V(b)) is the minim.,m combinatorial inverse semigroup 
c’ongrraence on S. The t-classes of S contuining idempotents are precisely the 
~-classes of T(S). Hence E(S/t)z T(S)/ V: t = .W if and only if S is an inverse C- 
semigroup. 
. Let S be nn w-compatible inverse semigroup and Q =- x The;?, (S, Q) 
is a /eft orthodox pair, ker Q = T(S), and E(S&) z E(S). 
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Remark 1.16’. Using Lemmas 1.1 and 1.5, the superscript “1” in the statement of 
Theorem 1.8 may be removed in the case of Theorem 1.16. 
ewem 1.17. Let S be a natural d)-unipotent semigroup and let Q = t (notation of 
Theorem 1.15). Then, (S, Q) is a left orthodox pair, ker e = T(S), and 
E(S,$) z T(S)/$ 
To establish Theorem 1.19, we will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.18. Let S, T, X, and Y be semigroups and ler R be a transformation 
semigroup. T/Ten, S I ?~o R and Ts X 0 Y imply Sr X 0 Y 0 R. 
Proof. Let R =(Q, W). Since Tc X0 Y. there exists an isomorphism A of T into 
XoY=X”xY. We define a mapping t’ of ToR=TQxW into (XoY)oR= 
(X” x Y)Q x W as follows: for (f, w) t: TQ x W, (J w)O = (f ‘, w) where qf ‘= (&)A 
for q E Q. It is easily checked that 8 is an isomorphism of To R into X 0 Y 0 R. Thus, 
S=X@ YoR. 
Theorem 1.19. Let S be a natural Aunipotent semigroup. Then 
S s (E(S)’ )’ 0 (( T(S)/v)’ )’ 0 (S/t)’ 
where E(S) is a senilattice E(S)/J of left zzo semigroups, v is the minimum inverse 
semigroup congruence on T(S) (hence, T(S),+ is a semilattice T(S)/,f of groups), 
and t is the minimum combinatorial inverse Aemigroup congruence on S. 
Proof. Utilize Theorem 1.17, Theorem 1.12, ‘Remarks 1.13 and 1.14 and Lemma 
1.18. 
We note that a semigroup S is Y’unipotent if and only if S is regular and E(S) 
is a semilattice of right zero semigroups [ 16, Proposition 51. 
Proposition 1.20. Let (S, Q) be a left 2:unipotent pair. Then ker e is cl wion of 
groups on which 9 is CG. !gruence relation and E(S&) z ker e/.21 
Proof. Since S/g is an .%unipotent semigroup, E(S/& is b semilattice Y of’ right 
zero semigroups (xy : y E Y). Let TV = U (ee-’ : eE Xy). Then, ker Q is the semi- 
lattice Y of completely simple serrigroups (71;, : y E Y). Let L, denote thl-t 1/-class of 
ker e containing eE E(ker ,@. Thus, L, = ee for each eE E(kt:r e). Hence, -(’ is a 
congruence relation on ker e. Furthermore, L,-+ee (eEE(ker e)) defines an 
isomorphism of ker e/Y’ onto E(S/e). q 
We “decompose” unions of groups on which Y is a congruence relation 
(Theorem 1.24) and, hence ker e, of Proposition 1.20. This will yield a “finer decom- 
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position” of left Sunipotent pairs (Theorem 1. 76) than was given for left orthodox 
pairs in Theorem 1.8. We will need the concept of “wreath product associated with 
a partial chain of semigroups”. Let W be a lower partial chain Y of the semigroups 
(Tk. : YE Y). 
Let X be a semilattice Y of semigroups (X_), : y E Y). Let IV0 X = IV”’ XX. For 
brevity if II E T?, and b E Tz with yr z, we write a~: b immediately below. If 
(v,s)&, t)~ WoX and XVZXS~ for all XE X’, let (v,s)(&~)=(voQ,c~,s~). Then, 
(v, s)(6, t) is well defined and (v, s)(S, t) E IV@ X. If (j?, z) E W 0 X and XS 2 (xt)B flor 
all XE X’, then ((v, s)(6, i))(p,z) = (v, s)((S, r)(P, 2)). If @ is a mapping of a semigroup 
S into W 0 X such that a#& is defined for all a, b E S and a@@ z= (ab)@, @ is termed 
a homomorphism of S into WO X. If @ is also one-to-one, then # is termed an 
isomorphism and we write SS W* X. 
Theorem 1.24 will be a consequence of the next three lemmas. 
Lemma 1.21 [ 181. Let S be a union of groups on which J! is a congruence relation. 
Let X= SO. Hence, X is a semilattice Y of right zero semigroups 
(XJ : JJ E Y )( Y = S/ y- ). For each y E Y, select e-b9 E X_, and let T,. = e_v Y - ‘. Then, W is c 
a lower partial chain Y of the left groups ( TkV : y E Y ). If s E X,,, /et S’ = y. For each 
s E X, select u, E s.‘/ _- ’ . Then every element of S may be uniquely expresscc! .*c the 
form x = g,, u, where g,, E T,,. There exists a mapping r -+ a, of X in to F( W ), the ftrll 
transformation semigroup on W, where a, is defined by u,geC5 = (g,Jar)u,e,, where 
g,, E T,i- and gt+ E T[fQ,? and there exists a mapping (r, s)-+f.., of X’ into W 
where ,fr. _$ is defined by u, u, = fr. s u, where fr. S E T(,,#. Furthermore, (g,lu,)(h,l u,) = 
g.Jh, %)f5q, t ust wh ere g,-E T,# and h+ Ttt. We have 
(a) T&y, c Ti,e,,. 
(b) (gp,hC& = (g,a,)(h,a,,) if I?~Q where gqCr 5 T,T and h,,~ Tp. 
Cc) .fr, t fst. : =f,ZaSfSf’(,;), tz .for a/l & t* z E X- 
(d! .~,tg+z5t =g+tasf~~,,~,,t, z for ali s,t,zeX and g,+ T-#. c 
Lemma 1.22. We use the notation of Lemma 1.2 1. Let (h, -u,)@ = lt?, t) where 
h, E 7j . If X Aas an identity, x6 = hta,f,.Cf ,, for XC X. If X has no identity, 
-ye = /Jr cy,fw, , t for SE X and I@ = ht.. Q, defines a homomorphism of S into W 0 X. 
Proof. We will assume X has no identity (the other case is simpler). Let 
gS 21, , h, II, E S with g,, E 7;, and h,, E T,,. Then, using Lemma 1.2 5: ,
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Hence 
and 
1 (V 0 e,d) = 1 vs8 = gJhtasfse,., ,)= 18 
We proceed to show x~=~(voQ,~). Using Lemma !.2l(b) twice, Lemma 1.21(c) 
and Lemma 1.21(d), 
If W is a lower partial chain of semigroups, IV’ = IVU 1 (1 $ IV) under the 
multiplication “ 0 ” where x 0 y = xy (juxtaposition denotes the given partial product 
in W)ifx,y~W, l~w=w~l=wforall wEWand lol=l. 
Lemma 1.23. In the notation of Lemma 1.21, SIS’ 5 W’ OX? 
Proof. We show the @ of Lem,na 1.22 is an isomorphism of S’ into W’ 0 X1. We 
regard Sk =X1 as a semigroup with identify in definition of (9. In the notation 
of Lemma 1.21, ul= 1. Using the notation of Lemma 1.22, , suppose 
(g&g) = (8, s) = (6, t) = (h,+)@ where g,,E: Q, httE Tl, and 8,6 E ( ~JV’)~ . Hence, 
s= t and 10 = 16. Ti hus, using Lemmas 1.21 and I .22, g+,= ulgsfus=gsq u,$ U, = 
gs a,fe,,,u,=(15)u,=(1~)u,=h,.al~,~,~u,=h,~u,. Apply Lemma 1.21. 
Theorem 1.24. Let S be a union of groups on which Y is a congruence relation. 
Then, 
s,c W’ 0 (S/9 )’ 
where W is a r”owtrr partial chain S/, y’ of Y -classes of Cs (each (I/-class of S contains 
precisely one of these y-classes). 
Remark 1.24’. Each ~/-class of S is a left group. 
To state Theorem 1.26, we will need the following definition. Let W be a lower 
partial chain Y of the semigroups ( IQ : y E Y ), X be a semilattice Y c f semigroups 
Cx,. : YE Y), and R be a semigroup. Let W 3 Xi A’= (IV”’ x X)R’ x K. Let $I be a 
one-to-one mapping of a semigroup S into WC X0 R. If, for all a, b E S, n@bq, 19 
defined in W 0 X0 R and a@b@= (ab)$ $I is termed an isomorphism of S into 
WoXoR and we 
The following lemma combined rem 1.24, Lemma 1.23, Remark 1.24f, 
s of Theorems 1.8, 1.12, 1.17, and 1 A 
will yield Theorem 1.26 below. 
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Lemma 1.25. Let S, T, and R be semigroups. Let W be a lower partial chain Y of 
the semigroups ( y,, : y E Y) and let X be a semilattice Y of the semigroups 
(X,.: YE Y). Suppose Sci’@R and Tc Wax. Then, SC WOXOR. _ 
Proof, Since ‘r< W 0 X, there exists an isomorphism A of T into Wx’ xX. We 
define a mapping @ of ToR=TR’xR into W~XOR=(W**XX)~‘XR as 
follows: (A r)@ = (f ‘, r) where r,f’= (rf )X for x t’ R*. It is straightforward to verify @ 
is an isomorphism. 
Theorem 1.26. Let (S, Q) be a left Y-unipotent pair. Then, 
where W is a lower partial chain ker ~1, ;- of :f -classes (each or -c*lass being a left 
group) of the union of groups ker ,Q (each (y--class of ker Q contains precisely one of 
these ~-classes), ker q/ir’ is a semilattice ker Q/,-Y’ of right zero semigroups, and 
where 6 is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S/e. If S/Q is com- 
binatoriwl, Li is the smallest combinatorial inverse semigroup congruence on S/Q. In 
either case, E(S/Q/C~) s ker S/% jC 
We kvill nest apply Theorem 1.26 to obtain structure theorems for generalized 
_+ -unipotent semigroups (Theorem 1.28) and left natural regular semigroups 
(Theorem 1.2 1). In each case we construct a left unipotent pair. Theorem 1.26 then 
gives the structure theorem. 
The follcwing theorem when combined with Theorem 1.26 will yield Theorem 
1.28. 
Theorem 1.27 (f17, Theorem 2 and its proof and Lemma 31 and [22, Remark 
3 A]). Let S be a generalized ‘r -unipoten,! semigroup. Then, Q = v n 2, where v is the 
srwllta.st in wrse semigroup congruence on S, is the smallest or -unipotent congruence 
on S, ker Q = E(S), and ee is the :I -class qf E(S) containing e for all e E E(S). 
Theorem 1.28. Let S be u generalized J -unipotent semigroup and let Q = 147 -1 
bmtution qf‘ Theorem 1.27’). Then (S, Q) is a leji 11 -&potent pair and ker Q = E(S). 
The following two ilemmas will yield Theorem 1.31 (below). 
ikna 1.29 [22, $3, p. 6981. Let S be a left natural regular semigroup. Let 
i. - i (A-, _v) E S x 5’ : (sx, 5-v) E t Cl .+ /iv u/i s E S } (t is given in Theorem 1.15). Then, A 
is tl wt~ihitiu!ori~~! 2 -rr~iipotent congruence ori S. 
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Lemma 1.30. Let S and A be as in Proposition 2.29. Then, for e E E(S), eA = le, the 
Y -class of T(S) containing e, and ker A = T(S). 
Prwi. We show lP= 44 for e&!?(S). Let xE G. Thus, since 9 is congruence on 
r(S), (s-%x, s-‘se) E Y’( E T(S)) for SE S and s--I E: V(s). Hence, there exist 
_V,UE T(S) such that ys-rsx= s-tse and us-‘se=s-‘sx. Thus, (sys-‘)sx=se and 
(sus- * )se = sx. Thus, (sx, se) E I for all s E S’. Hence, since (sx, se) E t for all s E S l 
by virtue of Theorern 1.15, XE eA. Let XE eA. Hence, (x, e) E t and (x, e) E 6c: Using 
Theorem 1.15, YE T(S). Let x-k V(x)nT(S). Hence, (x-‘x,e)~Y; (ex-‘)x=eand 
xe=x. Thus, XE~,. 
Theorem 1.31. Let S be a left natural reguIar semiproup. Then (S, A) (notation of 
Lemma 1.29) is a left Y -unipotent pair and ker A = T(S). 
2. Some generalizations of the bicyclic semigroup 
In this section, we describe the structure of various classes of regular semigroups 
as subsemigroups of wreath products containing the bicyclic semigroup C or 
extended bicyclic semigroup C* as a factor. We give structure theorems for the 
following classes of semigroups: u”-bisimple semigroups (Theorem 2.9), I-bisimple 
semigroups (Theorem 2. lo), cu”1-bisimple semigroups (Theorem 2.13), simple 
I-regular semigroups (Theorem 2.14), cL) Y-inverse semigroups (Theorem 2.17), 
w Y- 1 # -unipoient semigroups (Theorem 2.16), simple u- t 4 -unipotent semigroups 
(Remark 2.18), and generalized a- 1/ -unipotent bisimple semigroups (Theorem 2.19). 
We first give some results on transformation semigroups (Lemma 2.1, Remark 
2.3, and Lemmas 2.4-2.6) which will be utilized in this section. Lemma 2.1 will be 
used in the proofs of Theorems 2.9, 2.13, and 2.17. 
Lemma 2.1. Let (Q, S) and (P, T) be transformation semigroups. Suppose there 
exists a bijection (p of P onto Q such that faj- each s c S there exists t E T such that 
qls = t(p. Dqfine sd = t. Then, S defines an isomorpizism of S into T. 
Definition 2.2. If (Q, S) and (P, T) are transformation semigroups atisfying the 
constitions of Lemma 2.1, we write (Q, S)e(P, T). 
Rem.jrk 2.3 is used in the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
Remark 2.3. If (Q, S), (P, T), and (K, W) are transformation semigroups anl; 
(Q, T) TMR, W), the13 (Q, S)<(R, W). 
Emma will be used in the proof of a Lemma will be used 
in tk of Lemma Theorem 2.9, and Theorem 2.17. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let (Q, S) and (P, T> 
(Q,S)e(P, T) implies (Q,S)e(P, T). 
be transformation semigroups. Then, 
Proof, There exists a bijection cp of P onto Q such that s E S implies there exists 
f E T such that qs= tp If 0 E Q, then qQ =p’q where pv =q- 
Lemma 2.5. Let (P, T), (W, R), and (Q, S) be transformation semigroups. Then, 
(P, T)<(W, R) imphes (Q,S)o’CP, T)I(Q,SP’(W, R) and P, T)“‘(Q,S)~ 
(w, R)a’(Q, S). 
Proof. Since (P, T)+(W, R), there exists a l-l map (p of W onto P such that for 
t E T there exists r E R such that q~t =rp. Note that (Q, S) o’(P, T) = (Q x P, S’x T) 
and (Q, S) z’( IV, R) = (Q x W, S “X R). Define (q, W)C? =(q, WV) for (q, w) E Q X W. 
Then, 6 is a l-1 map of Q x W onto Q x .?? Let (A t) E Spx T and define 
r,vg = (w&J for w E IV. Then ge SK and &$, t) = (g, r)d. Thus, (Q, S) “‘(P, T)e 
(Q,S)D’(W,R). Note that (P,T)o’(Q,S)=(PxQ,TQxS) and (W,R)o’(Q,S)= 
(WxQ,RQxS). Define (w,q)A=(wp,q) for (w,q)c WxQ. Then, A is a l-l map 
of Wx Q onto Px Q. Let (J s) E TQx S. Let qE Q. Then, there exists rqE R such 
that (w&(qf) = (wr@ for all WE W. Define qg = r,. Then, g E RQ and 
A(Js)=(g,s)A. Thus, ,(P,T)o’(Q,S)e(W,R)o’(Q,S). 
Lemma 2.6 wil be utilized in the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
_- _-_- - - -- -.- __- 
Lemma 2.6. (Q, S)d’(P, T)+(Q, S)a’(P, T). 
-- 
Proof. Note that (Q, !;);‘(P,T)=(Qx P,(S’X T)U(Q%)) and (Q,S)a’(P, T)= 
(Q,SUQ)~‘(P,TUP)~=(QXP,(SU@)~X(TUP)). In the notation of Lemma 2.1, 
let q denote thentity t :-ansformation of Q x P. If s = (f, a) E S’X T, let t = (A a). 
If s = (q?p) E Q x P, let t = (g, p) where xg = q for all .XE P. Then, t E 0’~ l? In both 
cases, sq? = rq 
Lemma 2.7 is utilized in the proof of Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.17. Lemma 2.8 
is utilized in the prooi‘ of Theorem 2.9 and its proof is utilized in the proof of 
Theorem 2.13. 
We will need the following notation and definitions. Let X be an arbitrary 
semigroup. Define X@C(X@C*) to be XX C(X x C*) under the multiplication 
(II, (in, n))(b, ( y, (I)) = (jl n, p). (m, )I)( p, q)) where f(n, y) = a, b or ab according to 
whether n >p, p > rr, r;’ = y. Define C, = C, CZ = Ci @C, . . . , C,, = C,, _ 1 8C. Define 
C;‘=C* and C’z- C,,_,@C* for nZ2. 
emma 2.7. Let X be a semigroup with identity. Then, X(t)C& 0’C. 
~~~~~. Note thrtt X ‘C= (X, XU,?) qC, C) =(Xx C, (XUj?)“x C). 
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tion of Lemma 2.1, let q~ denote the identity transformation of Xx C. If 
s = (6, (,v, E X@C, t = (p, q)) (m, n)f= 1, 6, or b according to whether 
n>p, p>n, or n=p. Then, tE(XU.%)%C and qs=tq. 
Lemma 2.8. C,d?’ O’C for ns2. 
Proof. Lemma 2.8 is valid for n = 2 by Lemma 2.7. Assume 
ckgCk-‘O’C for k12. 
Ck+r=Ck@C~Ck”‘C (Lemma 2.7), 
CkeCk-’ O’c (Lemma ?.4), 
ck-I 0C9Ck (Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.5), 
(Remark 2.3), 
(Lemma 2.5), 
(Remark 2.3). 
We next establish structure theorems for cu”-bisimple semigroups (Theorem 2.9) 
and I-bisimple semigroups (Theorem 2.10). 
Theorem 2.9. Let S be an fun-brsimple semigroup. Then, 
SIHOC for n= 1, 
SSHOP-‘OC for n12 
where H is an &‘-chain of isomorphic groups (the ton-chain of the maximal 
subgroups of S) and C is the bicyclic semigroup. 
Proof. Let S be an w”-bisimple semigroup. Then, by [S, Theorem 2.31, .x is a con- 
gruence relation on S and S/J% Cn. Thus, using Theorem 1.16, Remark 1.16’, 
Theorem 1.8 and Lemma 1.6, Ss H 0 Cn. Since C,@ C”- * 0 C (n I 2) by Lemma 
2.8, Ho’C,,+Ho’C”- ’ 0’ C by Lemma 2.5. Thus, using Lemma 2.1 and Definition 
2.2, :i&joC”-’ 0 C (n 2 2). The maximal subgroups of S are isomorphic since S 
is bislmple [ 1, Theorem 2.201. 
heorem 2.10. Let S be an I-bisimple semigroup. Then, 
SsHoC” 
where H is a,? I-chain of isomorphic grwps (the I-chain of the maximal subgroups 
S) and C* is the extended bicyclic semigroup. S is .#-compatible and S/J?Z C*. 
roof. Let S be an I-bisimple semigroup. By [ 11, Corollary 1.31, ,f is a congru- 
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and 
Lemma 1.6. 
Lemma 2.11 is needed for the proof of Lemma 2.12. 
Lemma 2.11. Let (Q, S) and (P, T) be transformation se~~ligroups. Suppose there 
exists a partial surjection cp of P onto Q such that for each SE S there exists t E T 
such that cps c tq (if pep is defined, peps = ( pt )&. Then, T’ = ( t E T : ~SC tq for some 
s E S) is a subsemigroup of T. For t E T’, define t6 =s where DISC tq. Then, 6 is a 
homomorphism of T’ onto S. 
Lemma 2.12 is used in the proof of Theorems 2.13 and 2.14. 
Lemma 2.12. Let X be a semigroup with identity. Then, there exists an isomorphism 
A of X@C* into rtW*=(XUQqc” x C* such that (a, (m, n))(b, (p, q))A) = 
(a, (m, n))(b, t P, qN (pmiuct in A-73 C*l and O-9 1 Mb, t P, q)M = W, (P, qN for ail 
SEX. 
Proof. We will use the notation of Lemma 2.11. Define a partial surjection 9 of 
X x (C*)’ onto (X@P)’ as follows: (a, (m, n))cp = (a, (m, n)) for (a, (m, n)) E Y X C* 
and (1, l)cp= 1. Let s=(b,(p,q))EX@C*. Define k(XUx)(‘*” as follows: 
(m,n)o=l,b or b’ according to whether n>p, n=p, or p>n and 16=6. Let 
I = (0, (p, q)). Then, (PSCC tq. Define (@, (p, q))6 = (b, (p, q)). Then, by Lemma 2.11, 
c>‘ defines a homomorphism oL’ T’ onto X@C*. Since it is easily seen that S is l-1, 
6 is an isomorphism of T’ onto X@C*. Let A =a-‘. Then, A is an isomorphism of 
Xs C* into X 2 C*. The last two equalities given in the lemma are easily checked. 
We next establish structure theorems for WV-bisimple semigroups (Theorem 
2.13) and simple I-regular srmigroups (Theorem 2.14). 
Theorem 2.13. .!.et S be an &I-hisimple semigroup. Then 
Proof. Let S be an w” 7 , -bisimple s-migroup. Using ilO, Theorem 4.61 (see ;ilso [ 13, 
Theorem 1.4]), ,w is a congruence relation on S and S/. Y GZ C’z+ 1. Thus, using 
Theorem 1 _ 16, Remark 1.16’, Theorem 1.8, and Lemma 1.6, SC H c Cz+ ]. Note 
that 
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For (A r) E f@“’ x c’)u 1 x (C&C*), define (f, I-)@ == (f’, rA) where 2 is the isomor- 
phism of C&C* into C, 0 C* given by Lemma 2.12 and where 
[ 
(x&n,n))f’=(X,Wv)lf for (UwNdnlxC*, 
(x9 l)f’= lf for (x,l)ECb{l}. 
Using Lemma 2.12, it is straightforward to verify that @ is an isomorphism of 
HOC,*+, into Ho Cl0 C*. Thus, %Ho C/ C*. By the proof of Lemma 2.8, 
C,,*C”. Thus, using Lemma 2.5, Ho’Cn*H )‘c”. Hence, using Lemma 2.5 and 
Lemma 2.1, Hoc,:oC’* IHoC”OC*. Thus, S~~YoC”oC*. 
Theorem 2.14. Let S be a simple I-regular semigroup. Then, 
SrH+X’* 
where H is the I-chain of the maximal subgroups of S and k = (0,1,2, l . . , k - 1) (k 
a posit& i*lteger) with ij= max(i, j) for i, j E k. S has k I/-classes. 
Proof. Let S be a simple I-regular semigroup. Using [ 14, Theorem 1. l] and [ 15, 
Remark 1.27, .W is a congruence on S and S/X’- i’ =@C* where k is the number of 
r/-classes oi S. Thus, using Theorem 1.16, Remark 1.16’, Theorem 1.8 and Lemma 
1.6, Ss H a(k@C*). Note that 
and 
Let A denote the isomorphism of k@C* into (I@ C*) given by Lemma 2.12. For 
(A r) E H 2 (k@C*), define (A r)@ = (f ‘, rA) where 
(x, (m, n))f’ = (x, (m, n)lf for (x, (m, nN E k x C *, 
(x9 l).f’= lf for (x,l)Ekx(l). 
Using Lemma 2.12, it is straightforward to verify that @ is an isomorphism of 
Ho(k@C*) into Ho&C*. Hence, SsHobC*. 
Let /i = ‘Nx Y, where IV is the natural numbers and Y is a semilattice with 
greatest element, under the lexicographic order. We term n an o Y-semilattice. 
A regular semigroup S is termed oY-.&wzipotent if 
( 1) E(S) is an cc) Y-semilatt ice of left zero semigroups {Etn d) : (n, S) E N x Y } , and 
(2) q, sI 1/<e(,,, n) where et, s) E Et,, &) and et,,AJ E Et,,,,A) if and only if 6 = 2. 
To prove our’structure theorem for WY4-unipotent semigroups (Theorem 2.16), 
we will need the following lemma. 
a 2.15. Let X be 
A of(X@C)’ i 
h identity. Then, there exists an isorn0r-l. 
)” x C’ such that (a, (m, n))((b, (p, @)A) = 
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(a, (m, n))((b, (p, q‘!) (product in XW), (x l)((b, (p, q)M) = (b, (P, Q)), (a, m n)(W = 
(a. (m, n)) and (x, l)( ll]l= (x, 1). 
Proof. We will use the notation of Lemma 2.11. Define a partial surjection q of 
Xx C* onto (X@ C)’ as follows: (a, (m, n))p = (a, (m, n)) for (a, (m, n)) EXX C and 
(1,l)cp = 1. Let s == (b, (p, q)) E X@C. Define 8 E (XL!X)” as in the proof of Lem- 
ma 2.12. Let t = rj?, (p, ,q)). Then, qsC tq. If s= 1, let t = (v, 1) where zv= 1 for all 
~EC*. Then, ps~tp. Define (O,(p,q))S=(b,(p,q)) and (v,1)6=1. Let A=&’ and 
proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.12. 
Theorem 2.16. Let S be an WY-.#-unipotent semigroup. Then, 
Sr((.E(S)‘)’ O ((G)')' 0 PO C' 
where G is an WY-semilattice of groups and C iy the bicyclic semigroup. 
Proof. Let S be an w Y- .&unipotent semigroup. Using [ 19, Theorem 3.3, Note 3.4, 
Proposition 3.5, and Proposition 3.61, S is a natural .d-unipotent semigroup, 
S/t z Y@C, and 7’(S) is an w Y-semilattice of lert groups. Hence, using Theorem 
1.17, Theorem l.8, and Lemma 1.6, SQT(S))*@(Y@C)‘). Note that 
(7-(S))’ ;’ ( Ycgz)l = (( T(S))‘)“Pc” x (Y@C)’ 
and 
We define a mapping @ of (T(S))’ @ (Y@C)’ into (T(S))’ 0 (Yo C’) as follows. For 
(J z) E (( T(S))‘)(,*.@ x (Y@C)‘, let (f,z)@ = (f’, ~1) where A is the isomorphism 
of ( t’fs C)’ into Y = C’ given by Lemma 2.15 and where (y, c)f ‘= (y, c)f for 
(_v,c)EYxC and (y,l)f’=lf for (y,l)~Yx{l}. Using Lemma 2.15, it is 
straightforward I o verify that @ is an isomorphism. Hence, S 5 (T(S))’ 0 Y 0 C *. 
Using Theorem 1.12, Remark 1.13, Remark 1.14, and Theorem 1.8, 
(r(S))] 5 ((E(S))’ )* 0 (G ’ )’ where G is an cl,Y-semilattice of groups (G = T(S))/v 
where v is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on T(S)). Thus, using Lemma 
1.6, SI~((E(S))‘)‘O(G’)~O YC’. n 
A regular semigroup S is termed an WY-inverse semigroup if (1) E(S) is an 
19 Y-semilattice and (2) (nl, 6) y(n, A) if and only if 6 = A. 
Theorem 2.17. Let S be an o Y-inverse semigroup. Then 
where H is the o,Y-semilattice of maxima1 subg-oups of S and C is the bicyclic 
setnigrol4p. 
roof. Let S be an CO Y-inverse semigroup. LJsi;ig [ 19, Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 
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3.31, X is a congruence on S and S/Z% Y@ C. Using Theorem 1.16, Remark 1.16’, 
Theorem 1.8 and Lemma 1.6, SrH*(Y@C). By Lemma 2.7, Y@CGZY*‘C. 
Hence, by Lemma 2.5, H*‘(Y@C)&#*‘(Y*‘C). Thus, using Definition 2.2 and 
Lemma 2.1, H*(Y@C)IH* Y*C. Hence, Sr:Hc P*C. 
Remark 2.18. Let S be a regular semigroup. S is termed an w-&unipotent 
semigroup if E(S) is an co-chain of left zero semigroups. S is a simple m-&uni- 
potent semigroup if and only if S is an w Y-g-unipotent semigroup with Y the finite 
chain 0> 1 > l . . >d-- 1 where d is a positive integer [ 19, Theorem 7.71. S is bisimple 
if and only if 1 Y I= 1 [19, Theorem 7.111. 
A regular bisimple semigroup S is termed a generalized a-2:unipotent bisimple 
semigroup if E(S) is an m-chain of rectangular bands (E, : n EN) and y’ is con- 
gruence on E(S). 
We close the section by giving a structure theorem for generalized u-.y-unipotent 
bisimple semigroups (Theorem 2.19). 
Theorem 2.19. Let S be a generalized o-Y-unipotent bisimple semigroup. Then, 
Ss( W’) * ((E(S)& )I) * (S/Q)’ 
where W is an o-chain of left zero semigroups ( Wn : n E N) ( W,, is an 2 -class of E,, 
for n EN), E(S)0 is an o-chain of right zero semigroups, and Q is the smallest 
Y -unipotent congruence on S (Q is given by Theorem 1.27). Furthermore, 
where C is the bicyclic semigroup and G is an w-chain of groups. S/e is a natural 
Y-unipotent semigroup, CzS/@t and G = T(S&)/v where t and v are given by 
Theorem 1.15 and Remark 1.13 respectively. 
Proof. Let S be a generalized u-9:unipotent bisimple semigroup. Then, using 
Theorem 1.27, S/Q (notation of Theorem 1.27) is a bisimple o-Y-unipotent 
semigroup with E(S/&= E(S)/Y. Using [19, Note 3.4, Proposition 3.5, Proposition 
3.6, and Theorem 3.31, S/Q is a natural y-unipotent semigroup with S/@t z C. 
Hence, using the duals of Theorem 1.17, Theorem 1.8, Lemma 1.6, Theorem 1.12, 
Remarks 1.14 and 1.13 and Lemma 1.6 and the fact E(S/&zE(S)/& 
S/Q&’ A(G’)’ :((E(S)/lr )‘)I. 
Using [20, Lemma 1.111, for each n c N, we may select fn E E,, such that 
fn.L -fmau(n,m)* In the statement of Lemma 1.21, let e, =fn Y. Then, W in the 
statement of Theorem 1.21 (and, hence, in the statement of Theorems 1.28 and 1.26) 
becomes an o-chain of left zero semigroups ( W, : n E N) where W, = e, Y A. Apply 
Theorem 1.28 and Theorem 1.26. 
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3. Application aIf the Rhodes expansion and the derived semigroup to the structure 
theory 
The purpose of this section is to apply the Rhodes expansion and the derived 
semigroup to establish a structure theorem for orthodox semigroups (Theorem 3.4) 
and to use the derived semigroup to establish a structure theorem for a class of 
bisimple inverse monoids (Theorem 3.5). 
We first describe the Rhodes expansion 5 of an arbitrary semigroup S and the 
derived semigroup of a semigroup homomorphism. Let S, = {(s,, . . . , sl) : Si E S for 
1 cirn} and .s&+&. If x=(s, ,..., si), y=(r,, . . . . t&S+, define A-Y= 
(S,f,t,r.*.,Slt,11,fnlr..., t,). Then, S, is a semigroup under this multiplication. If 
a=(~ ,,,..., s,)G+ and sk+r Y sk for some 15 kc n - 1, delete sk to obtain aI E S, 
and denote the deletion by a--+al. Perform a-+al +**-+aP where aP = (s,, s,,, . . . , sn,) 
with s,, c s,, C l ** c s,* (such an a, is termed an irreducible element of S,). Write 
a,, = ag and a - (b if a@ = be for a, b E S, . The equivalence relation - is a con- 
gruence relation on S, . Let s^= S, ,,_. s^ may be treated as the set of irreducible 
elements of S, with the multiplication ab = (ab)e. Let p be a homomorphism of a 
semigroup S into a semigroup T. The derived semigroup D(cp) (notation due to 
Rhode5 [6]) of 07 will be defined as follows: 
mp)={(t,s,t’):tE T’,sEs,t’=t(S~)}U{o) 
under the multiplication 
((t,, s+, A) 
(49 S] 1 t;)(tz, SJ, r;, = to if t; = L, 
otherwise 
and (t, s, t’) 0 = 0 (t, s, t’) = 0 0 = 0. D(p) under the above multiplication is a 
semigroup. See [25], [2, pp. 367-3691 and [6] for further details on the Rhodes ex- 
pansion and [25]. [2, p. 3561 and [6] for the derived semigroup. 
We next give the properties of the Rhodes expansion and the derived semigroup 
which will be used in the proofs of Theorem 3.4 and/or Theorem 3.5. We first 
collect some of the fundamental properties of the Rhodes expansion and the derived 
\cmigroup in Theorem 3.1. Theorem 3.1(a), 3.1(d), 3.1(e), and 3.1(i) were estab- 
lished by Rhode!; in [6]. Theorem 3.1(b), 3.1 l(c), 3.1(f), 3.1(g), 3.1(h), and 3.1(j) 
;trt’ contained in Chapter 12 (written by Tilson) of Eilenberg [2] for the finite case 
(these results were first established by Tilson in [25]) but are also valid for the in- 
t‘initc case with the same proofs. 
IMore stating Theorem 3.1, we must introduce some terminology and notation. 
l-et .I‘ be a semigroup and let s E S. Then, S, = {s’ E S : ss’= s}. Let (o be a homomor- 
phi!>m of S onto :r semigroup 7’. Following Mrohn, Rhodes, and Tilson [4], we term 
(r a )-l-epimorphism if cp is one-to-one on subgroups of S. 
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(b) @ is u homomorphism of S onto T. If cp is a jr-epimorphism of S onto T, then 
@ is a y-epimorphism of Z? unto r. 
(c) If p is a y-epimorphism and T is combinatorkzl for all t E T, then D(q) is a 
combinatorial semigroup. 
id) Let S=(s,,,...,s+& Then, x”“=x” for allx&&. 
(e) Let s^ E g. Then, each &class of Sz is a singleton. 
( f) E(S) = i (ep s, - 1 ,...,q)&eEE(S)). 
(g) (s,, 9.. 9 S&w,, 0.. , t, ) (in S) if and only if n = m and s,, 2 ‘t, (in S) and si = ti 
for 1 s&n- 1. 
(h) (s,, . . . 3 s1 )v = s,, defines a homomorphism of S onto S. 
(i) Let S be a regular semigroup. Then, if a, b E S, an .Xbn (in S) if and only if 
a.#b (in S). 
(j) Let D(q), = ((t, s, t) E D(p)). Then (t, s, 0-v defines an isomorphisrn of D(p), 
onto l&-I. 
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a semigroup admitting a congruence Q such that ee-- i c E(S) 
for all e E: E(S&). Then, 
where (s,,, . . . , sl)q = s, defines an E-epimorphism of S onto S and D(e) is an 
aperiodic semigroup. If S is a regular, al? .# bq (in S) if and only if a .$b (in g). 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.1(h) and 3.1(f), q has the required properties. Using 
Theorem 3.1 (b), 3.1 (e) and 3.1 (c), D(o) is a combinatorial !,emigroup. We next show 
that D(B) is a torsion semigroup. Using Theorem 3.1(f), e&-l c E(s) for all 
Ed E(SG). Let (&&)E D(G). If ?#&, ([$ Fi)2=0. If t^= ?,, 
(i 3, t) E D(& T= {(i 3, r^) : s^ E s^ such that $@) = r} .
By Theorem 3.l( j), D(p), ic isomorphic to (S?&-& ’ by thx mapping <t $‘, $+Sn. 
Hence, $0 E (S@-. Thus, using Theorem 3.1(d), skd E E((S/&) for some positive 
integer k. Hence, s^” E E(g) and, thus (i 3, f)% &D(G)). Finally apply Theorem 
3.1(a). 7’he last sentence of the theorem is just Theorem 3.1(i). 
Proposition 3.3. Let S be a regular semigroup. 
(a) S is a regular semigroup (also e::;tablished by Rhodes [6]). If S is an orthodox 
semigroup, g is an orthodox sernigrcqv with E(s)Q z E(S)/$ If S is an inverse 
semigroup, then g is an Y-unipotent semigroup such that E(s) is a semi/attics E(S) 
of right zero semigroups. 
(b) Let cp be a homomorphism ~j’ S into a semigroup T. Then, (t, s, t(q)) is a 
regular element of D(q) if and only if there exists s- 1 E V(S) such that t(ss- 1 )(D = t. 
If S is an orthodox semigroup, D&I),,,, the set of regular elements D(q), is an 
orthodox sub&Fernigroup of D(v). If T is a group, E(D(&) is a direct sum of copies 
of (EG No. 
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Proof. (a) Let (s,, . . . , sl) E 3. Since S is a regular semigroup, s,Uk for 
some e&‘(S). Hence, (~,,s,_~,~~~,s~)~(e,s,,_~,..~,s,) by Theorem 3.1(g) and 
ks,-l,.ogr s1 ) E E(S) by Theorem 3.1(f). Hence, ?? is a regular semigroup. Let S be 
an orthodox semigroup. Then, E(S) is a semilattice Y = E’(S)/f of rectangular 
bands (E,.: YE Y). For y E Y, let Xy = U(eq-’ : GEE,) (notation of Theorem 3.2). 
Using Theorem 3.1(f) and a straightforward calculation, X,, is a rectangular band 
for each y E Y and I!$) is the semilattice Y of rectangular bands (Xy : y E Y). 
Finally, let S be an inverse semigroup, and, for y&(S), let & =yq-‘. Then, E(g) 
is the semilattice E(s) of right zero semigroups (&, : y&(S)). Hence, s is an 
:) -unipotent semigroup by [ 16, Proposition 51. 
(b) To establish the second sentence of (b), just note that (t, s, t(sq)) ED(@,,~ 
if and only if (t(sq&s- , t) E V((f, s, Q(p))) for some s- ’ E V(s). Let S be an 
art hodox semigroup and let x = (tl , sl, tl (q cp)), _v = (tz, s2, f2(s2tp)) E D((p),,,. Thus, 
I,(s,s, $=I, and tz(szs~‘)~=tz for somes-’ l E V(q) and s;’ E V(sz). If tl(slq) = fZ, 
then 
-I !, (s* S& s i l)ra=~~(s~s~ls~i)CP=t*(s~*~)=t~(sls;’)~=fl. 
Since S is an orthodox semigroup, si’s;’ E V(s,sz) by a result of Reilly and 
Scheiblich [3, Chapter 6, Theorem 1. I]. Thus, ,uy = (t,, sls2, t,(sl s2)(p) E D(~J&. If 
1, (.y, V) f 12, X_V = 0 E D(&,,,. If (t, s, t(s@) E Dads, then 
By a straight forward calculation, E(D(yl)) = {(t, s, t) : t E T, t(sq) = l, s E E(S)} U { 0) 
and E@(q)) is a subsemigroup. Clearly, E(D(q&,)= E(D(&). Let r be a group. 
l-or I E T, let E, = ((I, s, f) : s E E(S)} Then, (c, s, +-+s defines an isomorphism of E, 
ant;> E(S). Furthermore, E(D(cp)) is the direct sum of (E,? te T). 
Theorem 3.4. Let S be an orthodox semigroup. Then, 
where (s “, . . . , sI )rj = s,, defines an E-epimorphism of 3 onto S such that aq .ti’bq (in 
S) if and on& if a 8 b (in 3). s^ is an orthodox semigroup with E(g)< )/ zz E(S)Q’, Q 
is 0~ wlallest inwrse :;ernigroup congruence on S, D(G) is an aperiodic semigroup 
.(I/ *h rhut (D(&),,,, [he set of reguiur elements of D(e), is an orthodox aperiodic 
.srtt,sc~r?li~ro1/~7 of I_)(& and (Szo) is an -I/ -unipotent semigroup. Furthermore, 
(Sz) 51 ((S&S)’ L1 (E(($)))’ (2) 
r+*hcrq 6 is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on (ST&, 
EC&~./G) z EG)/ y; alrd E((S& is a semilattice E(S)<IJ of right zero semigroups. 
Let S be an orhodox semigroup. Let Q be the smallest inverse semigroup 
congruence on S. TherI, y is given by Remark I, 13. Suppose ae=ec for eE E(S). 
Ix. ‘(a) = l’(e). Then, u’g = eQ or V(a’) = P’(e). Hence, a’ = (aea)(aea) = a(ea’e)a = 
ucw -- a. Thus, WC may apply Theorem 3.2 to obtain (1). Next, apply Proposition 
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3.3(a), Theorem 3.2, Proposition 3.3(b), Proposition 3.3(a), the duals of the 
Theorems 1.12 and 1.8 to obtain (2), the dual of Theorem 1.12, Proposition 3.3(a), 
[3, Theorem 1.10, p. l&9], and Proposition 3.3(a). 
Before stating and proving Theorem 3.5, it will be helpful to summarize the con- 
struction of the maximal group homomorphic image of a bisimple inverse monoid 
S (see [?, $21 for details). Let P denote the right unit subsemigroup of S. Define 
cl@ (a, 6 E P) if there exists h E P such that ha = hb. Then, q is a congruence relation 
on P. Let a-*@ denote the natural homomorphism of P onto P/q =p. p may be 
embedded in a group G. The mapping a-‘b-& 6 (a, b E P) is a homomorphism of 
S onto G and G is thereby a maximal group homomorphic image of S. Further- 
more, a-%=z;-‘d (a, b, c,de P) implies there exists X, J’E p such that Xa =QC and 
Xh=ya. 
Theorem 3.5. Let S be a bisimple inverse monoid with right unit subsemigroup P 
and group of units U. If N= (u e U : hu = h for some h E PI is a right normal divisor 
of P, then 
(1) Sr ker ~~0 S/eN (notation of Remark 1.11) where eN is the idempotent 
separating congruence on S corresponding to N, ker eN is a semilattice E(S) of 
groups, and E(S&“) = E(S). Furthermore, 
where 6 is the smallest group congruence on S/eN and D(6) is a combinatorial 
inverse semigroup such that E(D(6)) is a direct sum of c(lpies of E(S)‘. 
Proof. Use Remark 1.11 and Theorems 1.9 and 1.8 to obtain (1). We first show that 
hu=h where he PN, the right unit subsemigroup of S/cN and UE UN, the group 
of units of s/eN, imply u =e, the identity of S/eN. From this, we will deduce 
that 6 is a y-epimorphism. Then, on application of Theorems 3.1(a), 3.1 (c), and 
Proposition 3.3(b) will conclude the proof. Since E(S) = { k-‘k : ke P}, 
h-‘hu=h-‘h=(k-‘k)e N for some ke P. Using the fact eN is an idempotent 
separating congruence, zeN = u for some z E U. Thus, k-*kze”k-‘k. Hence, using 
Remark 1.11, k-l kz = k-‘vk for some v EN. Thus, kz = vk. Since v EN, there exists 
h E 1” such that hv = h. Hence, hkz = hvk = hk and, thus, z E N and u = e. Next, we 
show 6 is a y-epimorphism. In the paragraph preceding Theorem 3.5, let S = S@, 
P= PN and # : a-‘b+&&. Let 6 =$-I 0 #. Let W be a subgroup of S/gN and let 
a-‘b,c-‘de W where a,b,c,dEPN. Thus a-“bYc_‘d. Hence, a=uc and b=vd for 
some u, v E e/N. Suppose (a-lb)@ = (c-‘d@. Hence, there exist x, y E Phf such that 
E =p and xb =a. Thus, there exist J g E PN such that fxa = fyc and gxb = gyd. 
Hence, fxuc = fyx and gxvd = gyd. Thus, fxu = fy and gxv = gy. Hence, %i =_Y = 20 
and, thus, ii=& So, there exists _,E PN such that pu=pv or puv-‘=p. Hence, 
u=v, and a-‘b=c-‘d. 
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Remark 3.6. For any bisimple inverse monoid, N 
normal subgroup of CT, the group of units of S. 
(notation of Theorem 3.5) is a 
We next give a class of examples of the bisimple inverse monoids given by 
Theorem 3.5. 
Example 3.1. Let S = ((3, C,, vr, v2, . . . , v,, tl, t2, . . . , t,(,,)) where p(n) = jn(n - 1) (n, 
a positive integer) be an cu”-bisimple semigroup ([ 10 Theorem 2.31 and notation of 
[ 12, p. 2581). Then using 112, Lemma 3. I], N (notation of Theorem 3.5) is a right 
normal divisor if and only if N is a v1 - v2 - .** - v, invariant subgroup of G (i.e. 
Nv,~ N for i= I,2 ,..., / n). Using [ 10, Theorem 1.41, N is trivial if vl is a 
monomorphism. 
We close this section by giving a structure theorem for a class of bisimple inverse 
monoids where N is trivial (Theorem 3.8) and give two examples (Examples 3.9 and 
3.10) of this class of semigroups. 
Let S be a bisimple inverse monoid and let P denote the right unit subsemigroup 
of S. If (1) P is left cancellative and (2) the principal right ideals of P are linearly 
ordcrcd (by set theoretic inclusion), we termed S a strict bisimple inverse monoid 
in [23). 
Theorem 3.8. Let S be a strict bisirnple inverse monoid. Then, 
S3E$s) 3/Q 
~tter-c~ LJ is the srmllt fst group congruence on S. 
Proof. Utilize 1.24, Lemma 5. l] and Remark 1.1’. 
Example 3.9. Let F be the positive part of an ordered field. Let F* = F\(O) and 
S l= E‘ x F* x F under the multiplication 
i 
r 
y-d+bc 
,wc,z 
I 
if yrd, 
( h c*, Q’ )( _ b*, w, z) = c 
(b,wc,(d-y)w+z) if d>y. 
S i.3 a strict bisimple inverse monoid with right unit subsemigroup P= F* x F under 
the multiplication (a, b)(c, d) = (ac, bc + d). Since the only right normal divisor of P 
ij the identity, the identity congruence is the only idempotent separating congruence 
on S by Remark 1.11. Thus, S is fundamental in the sense of [3, p. 1411. However, 
$incc (F*, +) z U, the group of units of S, S is not combinatorial. 
D Let S = A x A (A is the non-negative reals or rationals) under the 
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multiplication (a, b)ic, d) = (6 + c - min(bc), b + d - min(b, c)). Then, S is a strict 
bisimple inverse rnonoid. 
4. Standard regular semigraups 
A regular semigroup S is termed standard regular if T(S) is a subsemigroup, 
T(S)/f has a greatest element, and eT(S)e is an inverse semigroup for all 
eEE(T(S)). If S is a standard regular semigroup, we show (Theorem 4.8) that 
s < E’oG’WoJ 
.# +y(r)+E 
where E is a standard semilattice T(S)/f of left zero semigroups, G is a semilattice 
T(S)/f of’ groups, V is a combinatorial inverse semigroup with semilattice T(S)/$ 
and J is a set. 
A regular semigroup S is a standard regular semigroup if and only if T(S) is 
semigroup, T(S)/f has a greatest element, and e, fi g E E( T(S)), e If and e 2 g imply 
fg = d In the remainder of this section, S will denote a standard regular semigroup. 
Let Y = T(S)/f and let y. denote the greatest element of Y. Let { &,, Z : y, z E Y} 
denote the set of structure homomorphisms of T(S) [21, 011. Let Ev = E(T,). Select 
and fix e,, E Ey,,. For each y E Y, define e, = ey,&,, ,. Let So = e,, SevO. Let ly denote 
the .y’-class of TV containing e, and J’ denote the set of idempotents of the ;IA-class 
of Tr containing ev. Let I=~(I,:~E Y) and J=~(J,,:~E Y). 
Lemmas 4.1-4.6 below will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.7 which when com- 
bined with Theorem 1.8 and Remark 1.11 will yield Theorem 4.8. 
Lemma 4.1 [21, Lemma 2.2, left-right duals of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, and Lemma 
2.151. y-+ey defines an isomoqphism of Y onto E(S,). I is (I sta&ard semilattice Y 
of left groups (Jy : y E Y) and J is a standard semi!attice Y cjf right zero semigroups 
(Jr : y c Y). There exists a homomorphism @ of Sr onto a combinatorial inverse 
semigroup V where E(V) = Y and, if h, = c@- ‘, (h, : c E V > is the collection of 
3Wasses of So. 
Remark 4.2. For each c E V, select a representative lement u, E h,. For Y E Y, let 
v.v = e_, (by proof of [21, Lemma 2.151, <,,E hy). Using Lemma 4.1, V,L$ = eCC 1
and v;~v,= e, lC. For s E V and u E I, define ~6~ =v~MD;~. For y E Y, let HTY denote 
the maximal subgroup of S containing e,,. 
.3. Every element of S mcry be uniquely exlyressed in the form iv, j where 
iEI,,-l and je JC lC. Ijk,de V, u,ud =g(c, &uCd where g is a function of V X V into 
H = U(H, : y E Y) such fkat g(c, d) E &d)(&- 1. For s E V, OS E End I and 
I& !z &s ‘. 
a The first sentence of t e lemma is the left-right dual of [21, Lemma 2.161. 
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The second (third) sentence of the lemma is contained in the left-right dual of [21, 
Lemma 2.17) ([21, Lemma 2.181). 
Lemma 4.4. For r, s E V, e,8, = eSrS 1. 
Proof. Utilize Lemmai 4.3. 
proof, Since j.,ye,,, jc,, yz #de_,, c_ ,, .rc r= e,,.:. Similarly, iykz implies i4’z,_vz +,fz* Thus, 
ji = eFc jie.,.; and, hence ji E N,.,. 
Lemma 4.6. Let a, p E V, i E lUa ;, j E Jv where v 1 a%, u E IPP 1 and I E Js with 
&p-‘p. Tlten 
(iv, j)(uvbi:) = i(v,( .iu)vk3 v$ )vape~ap, ‘(a~) 2 
where v,( ju)v$ E ~~U~)(~~) 1
Proof. Using Lemmas 4.1, 4.3, and 4.5 and Remark 4.2, 
(iv, j)(uvgi9 = iv,(e, ia( ju))e, ‘a~~ lea ++~.z 
= iv,e, la( ju)e, lavpz = iv,e, la( ju)v~‘o,vsz 
= i(e, I,ju)&g(a9 Pk~e(~fi) la~zm 
Using Lemma 4.3, (e, IQ ju)&g(a, /?) E HtcrP,(ap, I. 
However, since, using Lemma 4.3 and Remark 4.2, g(a, p) = o,v~v~~, 
(e, I,(ju))t),g(a,p)=v,eO ~,juv~‘v,v~v~~=v,(ju)v&$ 
Remark 4.6’. Using the above proof and Lemma 4.1, va( ju)v&$ E IalEB 1, I for 
u~lgl, 1 and jEJE.. 
Theorem 4.1. Let S bi? a standard regular se&group. Then, 
where I is a standard smemi/attice T(S)/ y’ of Y -classes of T(S) (each such Y -class ir 
LI lqft group), V is a combinatorial kerse semigroup with serniiattice T(S)// 
( V GE e-V,, Se,,,, 1. r/ where t$, = e_vO is contained in largest (,Y-class of T(S)), and J is a 
set. 
e First note that I\: V 9 J‘= I1’*J x VJx J under the multiplication 
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For /?E V and UEI~~-I, using Remark 4.G’, define &B) cIJx J as follows: 
(G j )&4, /Y) = o,cju>q~$ if (a, j) #(Yo, e$ and (~0, q.J.&,~~ = u and define 8s E vJ 
by jgp=/? for jEJ. Let 
A={(j&),g&):tE Jy with v>P-‘B}. 
We next show that A is a subsemigroup of 10 Vo x Let (j&,, g,, J), (j&pj9 gb, 2) 5.4 
Then, 
(Note o,( ju)ugt&$ E Htaa,capJ-l by Lemma 4.6.) 
For (v, k) E Vx S, using Remark 4 2 and Lemmas 4.1, 4.4 and 4.5 
= v,(ey-I,ki)v,e(,,,-l”,e,-l~(ju)v~v,-,fs 
= v,,(e,-I,ki)o,e(,,,-1,,v,‘v,(ju)vpv,-,’p 
= v,(e,,-l,ki)e,,-1, I,v,(ju)vpvV;~ 
= v,(ki)v,( ju>vp,$ 
while, using Remark 4.2 and Lenl,na 4.1, 
05 kv$",(jU)V~",~. ap, - - v,,(ki)v,(ju)v~ 0;; vapvi$ 
(*) 
Difine (fc.,,+ ga, = iv,@, for (f(i,(y)v &?a9 ~3EA- 
(p is a well-defined mapping of A into 
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Using (*) Lemmas 4,6 and 4.1, 
Hence, p is a homomorphism. 
Suppose (hi,+ g,, Jco = (,&,,p), gp, f)(p. Then, iv,(e,-t,j) = wJe~-l& Hence, 
using Lemma 4.3, i=u, a=/& and e,-i,j=e,-l,z. 
Using ($1, Remark 4.2, and Lemma 4.1, 
Hence, (Ji,a,, gm, ;I t#(.f ,ll,pj, gp, Z&4). Thus, cp is a .#-cpimorphism of A onto S. 
Suppose (Ai,a,, g,, Ji Kt&. p,, gs9 6, Then, j = k Hence (hi,a,, go9 .TM = 
<&,. fl,, up, b implies Cf. (,, aj, ga, 1) = ( fti,, 8 up, J?). Thus, cp is a v-( Y’) epimorphism 
of A onto S. 
Using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5 and Remark 4.2 and a straightforward calculation, if 
iv,,@,, 1 .j) (jEJIF with &~-‘a and kI,, 1) is an id::mpotent, then v,( ji) = v, 
and CT E Y. Thus, using (*), cp is an E-epimorphism. 
Theorem 4.8. Let S be a standard regular semigroup. Then, 
where E is a standard semilattice T(S)/‘J of kft zero sentigraups. G is a semilattice 
T(S )/ 1 of groups, V is a combinatorial inverse semigroup with semilattice T(S)/J’ 
( I& e,.g,Ser,,/ w where e-c, = e!,, is contained in the greatest j f-class of T(S)), and J is 
N ser. 
Proof. Utilize Theorem 4.7, Theorem 1.12, Remark 1.14, Theorem 1.8 and Lemma 
1.6. 
Remark 3.9. If S in Theorem 4.8 is a union of groups, V= T(S)/J. 
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